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Introduction
For over three years now I have maintained a site on the world wide web devoted to the idea of dispensing
with Q while defending Marcan Priority. [1] In some circles, this solution to the Synoptic Problem is not
novel. At Oxford, where I was educated, Q scepticism was for a while much more common than belief in
the existence of Q. Indeed Marcan Priority alongside Luke's use of Matthew originated in Oxford with the
publication in 1955 of Austin Farrer's article "On Dispensing with Q". [2] But in other circles, the notion of
a world without Q appeared strange and unfamiliar, an option only usually considered in the very different
clothing provided by the Griesbach theory, which rejects not only Q but also Marcan Priority. From such
quarters I receive a good deal of positive feedback on the web site now known as Mark Without Q, but the
encouragement is tempered with an interesting and persistent question that goes something like this: "OK;
let's say for the sake of argument that you are right that the Q hypothesis is a mistake. If so, how do you
account for its popularity? Why do so many people apparently find it plausible?" On one level, the answer
to this is straightforward. Students often adopt the views of their teachers, just as those teachers also
adopted the views of their teachers. And teachers and students are influenced by the textbooks which
themselves generate the status quo as well as being informed by the same status quo. Q maintains its
dominance largely as a function of its dominance -- majorities are not overturned in a day. But this is
hardly, of course, the whole picture and we need to look elsewhere to understand the continued popularity
of Q.
Some Q sceptics have informally suggested that the popularity of Q has to do with an almost universal
appeal in which there is something for everyone. For those at one end of the theological spectrum Q
provides an early witness to Jesus' sayings, bridging the troubling, over thirty-year gap between the
crucifixion and Mark's Gospel. For those at the other end of the spectrum, Q aligns itself with the Gospel of

Thomas to form a "trajectory" in early Christianity that contrasts radically with emerging orthodoxy, and
which only "canonical bias" can now obscure from our view.
But the difficulty with such suspicions is that they involve the unsavoury matter of attempting to secondguess scholarly biases and assumptions, an enterprise that in the end tends to detract from civil and
productive scholarly discourse and only serves to reinforce the positions of those who perceive themselves
to be under attack. The most profitable way ahead will not be to speculate about motives but rather to reexamine some of the grounds explicitly given for belief in the existence of Q. It is here that we can see the
grounds on which many students are persuaded of the plausibility of Q. It is here that we will find some key
reasons for its widespread acceptance.
I will argue that a series of fallacies lie at the heart of the Q hypothesis. The fallacies on which we will
focus are all arguments that have the appearance of plausibility, which seem to be in some way self evident,
but which on closer inspection turn out to involve some false or dubious premises and reasoning. I do not
think that they are solely responsible for the success of the Q hypothesis, but they have bolstered and
supervised its continued domination of the field. I do not claim that all those who accept the existence of Q
all work with all of these fallacies. Some, for example, are clearly more common to non-experts on the
Synoptic Problem than to experts (and vice versa). But all of these have in their own way helped to make Q
much more popular than it might otherwise have been and have contributed to the inflated role it plays in
some New Testament scholarship.

(1) "Marcan Priority is Identical to the Two-Source Theory"
Many scholars and students of the New Testament continue to labour under the misapprehension that the
theory of Marcan Priority necessitates believing in the existence of Q. Frequently, otherwise
knowledgeable scholars simply describe the theory of Marcan Priority as the Two-Source Theory; or they
attempt to argue in favour of Q by means of arguing in favour of Marcan Priority; or they claim that the
only major alternatives to the Two Source Theory are theories involving Matthean priority. The difficulty
proceeds from a tendency that has arisen which defines Marcan Priority purely in terms of the role it plays
in the Two-Source Theory. To take a recent example, Beverley Roberts Gaventa writes in passing:
"Here I rely on the theory of Markan priority, which holds that Mark wrote the first of the Gospels
known to us and that Matthew and Luke, independently of one another, rely upon Mark in
addition to other sources and their own editing or redactions. Although recent decades have
witnessed a reconsideration of this issue, in my judgement Markan priority still provides the best
account we have of the literary relationships among the synoptic Gospels." [3]
The description here is not, however, of Marcan Priority but of Marcan Priority viewed from within the
perspective of the Two-Source Theory. [4] Where Marcan Priority is seen as Matthew's and Luke's
independent use of Mark, Q becomes a necessity, the logical means of explaining the existence of double
tradition material in which there is close literary agreement between Matthew and Luke. But it is unhelpful
to define Marcan Priority solely in terms of the way it functions in that one theory, for in doing this one
major alternative solution to the Synoptic Problem -- the Farrer Theory -- is ruled out before the discussion
has even begun. After all, the Farrer theory, let us remind ourselves, strongly affirms Marcan Priority in its
attempt to dispense with Q. [5]
It is not difficult to see how this state of affairs has arisen. For most of its history, Marcan Priority has been
associated with the Q theory. The two tenets of the theory have become like sisters, and they are sisters
who seem to be fond of one another for they are seldom seen apart. Scholars used to thinking of Marcan
Priority and Q as a team quickly come to express the one element in terms of the other, to blur the
distinction and to lose awareness of the clear difference between them. It is a situation that is intensified by
the pervasive presence of the Griesbach hypothesis, which dispenses with both tenets of the Two-Source
theory, Marcan Priority and Q, arguing that Luke used Matthew and that Mark used them both. [6] This

hypothesis, revived by William Farmer in the 1960s and currently championed by the Research Team of
the "International Institute for the Renewal of Gospel Studies", [7] apparently remains the best known
alternative to the dominant paradigm outside of the United Kingdom. It is a testimony to this Research
Team's success in organizing and marketing themselves [8] that their views are sometimes regarded as
presenting the chief rival [9] or indeed the only alternative [10] to the Two-Source Theory. This incorrect
impression tends to obscure the challenge from the Farrer theory by aligning it with or, worse, regarding it
as in some way more peculiar than the Griesbachian alternative. [11] Dieter Lührmann speaks of the
alternatives to the Q theory as a choice between either Matthean Priority or Proto-Luke [12] and Helmut
Koester asserts with misplaced confidence that "All attempts to disprove the two-source hypothesis favour
the priority of Matthew or some earlier form of Matthew which was possibly written in Aramaic". [13]
Others who have heard of the Farrer Theory sometimes misunderstand it, as when Craig Blomberg
describes Michael Goulder's Luke: A New Paradigm as a "defence of the Augustinian model", suggesting
that one has "but to read" it to find out how implausible its theories are. [14]
In other words, many appear to think that the Q hypothesis and Marcan Priority are inextricably linked, and
that dispensing with Q necessarily entails the rejection of Marcan Priority. [15] But while it is true that the
Q hypothesis can only stand if Marcan Priority is first affirmed, the converse is certainly not the case:
Marcan Priority does not require the existence of Q in order to make good sense of the Gospels. The cause
for concern is that the Q hypothesis is artificially bolstered in the mind of many scholars and students of the
Gospels because they are unaware of the major alternative that would enable them to dispense with Q at the
same time as affirming and building on Marcan Priority.
This of course brings us, though, to a key question for the Farrer theory and one which ought quickly to
settle the matter. The fallacy we have been discussing assumes that Marcan Priority equates to Matthew's
and Luke's independent use of Mark. The question that the Farrer Theory forces us to ask is this: does
Luke's knowledge of Mark seem to be independent of Matthew's knowledge of Mark, or might there be
signs that Luke knows not only Mark but also Matthew's reworking of Mark? The common answer to this
question is "no", but this too is based on a fallacy, as we shall see.

(2) "Luke does not feature any of the Matthean additions to Mark in triple tradition
material"
It is commonly said that Luke appears to be ignorant of Matthew's additions to Mark in material shared by
all three Synoptic Evangelists, something that is held to be particularly problematic for the idea that Luke
knew Matthew as well as Mark. W. D. Davies and D. C. Allison, for example, make the following claim:
"If Luke drew upon the First Gospel it is remarkable that he betrays no knowledge of the obvious
Matthean additions to the Markan material (e.g. Mt. 3.14-15; 9.13a.; 12.5-7; 16.2b-3, 17-19; 19.9;
21.10-11; 26.52-4; 27.19, 24, 52b-53). In other words, Luke seems to have known Mark, not Mark
as revised by Matthew." [16]
This statement rests on a misunderstanding. To speak of Luke's knowledge of "Mark" or of "Mark as
revised by Matthew" is to present a false alternative. The Farrer theory supposes that Luke knows both
Mark and Mark as revised by Matthew. Indeed, those defending it attempt to point to Luke's knowledge of
Matthew's revisions of Mark as evidence in their favour. But the misunderstanding is compounded by a
fallacy, the assumption that Luke "betrays no knowledge of the obvious Matthean additions to the Markan
material". The same argument is made with even more vigour by Joseph Fitzmyer:
"Luke is never seen to reproduce the typically Matthean additions within the Triple Tradition. By
'additions' I mean the fuller Matthean formulations of parallels in Mark, such as the exceptive
phrases in the prohibition of divorce (Matt. 19.9; cf. Mark 10.11 . . .); Jesus' promise to Peter
(Matt. 16.16b-19; cf. Mark 8.29); Peter's walking on the waters (Matt. 14.28-31; cf. Mark 6.50);
and the peculiarly Matthean episodes in the passion narrative (especially the dream of Pilate's wife

[Matt. 27.19] or Pilate washing his hands [Matt 27.24]) . . . the real issue here is to explain Luke's
failure to adopt the extra Matthean materials in his parallels, or at least some of them, if he has
written in dependence on Matthew." [17]
There are two difficulties here. First, the examples given are not strong enough to make the case. Matt.
14.28-31, for example, is a Matthean addition in the middle of the story of the Walking on the Water (Mark
6.45-52 // Matthew 14.22-33), a story that is wholly absent from Luke, in either its Marcan or Matthean
form. One should not be surprised that Luke lacks the Matthean additions to a story that does not feature at
all in his Gospel.[18]
The other examples mentioned have such a blatantly Matthean stamp that it is straightforward to imagine
why Luke might have preferred the Marcan version that had been more familiar to him over a longer
period. When we use redaction-criticism in analyzing Luke's use of Mark, we work on the assumption that,
on the whole, Luke will include those passages he finds congenial. When we work on the assumption of
Luke's use of Matthew, suspending redaction-critical practice should not be a realistic option. We will
expect to find, to use Austin Farrer's phrase, only the "Luke-pleasing" elements of Matthew in the third
Gospel. [19] In particular, we should not be surprised that Luke's version of Peter's Confession (Luke 9.2226) does not feature Matthew's additions about the ascendancy of Peter. After all, Luke's Gospel is not as
positive about Peter overall as is Matthew's, and the narrative development of Luke-Acts - in which Peter
progressively recedes further and further into the background - would seem to exclude the possibility of
Luke's inclusion of the Matthean statement. It is exactly the kind of Matthean addition to Mark that we
would expect Luke to omit. [20]
But there is a more serious problem with the argument. Its premise, that Luke does not feature any of
Matthew's modifications of Mark, is flawed. On the assumption that Luke knows Matthew as well as Mark,
Luke prefers Matthew's version to Mark's in several triple tradition incidents: the whole John the Baptist
complex (Matt. 3, Mark 1, Luke 3); the Temptation (Matt. 4.1-11 // Mark 1.12-13 // Luke 4.1-13), the
Beelzebub Controversy (Matt. 12.22-30 // Mark 3.20-27 // Luke 11.14-23) and the Mustard Seed (Matt.
13.18-19 // Mark 4.30-32 // Luke 13.18-19) among them. On all of these occasions, the parallels between
Matthew and Luke are more extensive than those between Mark and Luke. Indeed the early parts of each
Gospel are particularly rich in examples of Luke apparently following Matthew's modified versions of the
shorter Markan pericopae. Take John the Baptist's prophecy about Jesus, for example, which appears in all
three Synoptics:
Matthew 3.11-12
11. e0gw_ me\n
u9ma=j bapti/zw e0n u3dati
ei0j meta/noian: o9 de\
o0pi/sw mou e0rxo/menoj
i0sxuro/tero/j mou/ e0stin,
ou[ ou0k ei0mi\ i9kano\j
ta\ u9podh/mata basta/sai:
au0to\j u9ma~j bapti/sei
e0n pneu/mati a9gi/w| kai\
puri/. 12. ou[ to\ ptu/on
e0n th=| xeiri\ au0tou=, kai\
diakaqariei= th\n a3lwna
au0tou=, kai\ suna/cei
to\n si=ton au0tou= ei0j
th\n a0poqh/khn, to\ de\

Mark 1.7-8

Luke 3.16-17

[cf. Mark 1.8a]

e0gw_ me\n
u3dati bapti/zw u9ma~j:

e1rxetai o9
i0sxuro/tero/j mou
o0pi/sw mou,
ou[ ou0k ei0mi\ i9kanoj
ku/yaj lu=sai to\n i9ma/nta
tw~n u9podhma/twn au0tou=.
8. e0gw\ e0ba/ptisa u9ma=j u3dati,
au0to\j de\ bapti/sei u9ma~j
pneu/mati a9gi/w|.

e1rxetai de\ o9
i0sxuro/tero/j mou,
ou3 ou0k ei0mi\ i9kano\j
lu=sai to\n i9ma/nta
tw~n u9podhma/twn au0tou=:
au0to\j u9ma~j bapti/sei
e0n pneu/mati a9gi/w| kai\
puri/. 17. ou[ to\ ptu/on
e0n th=| xeiri\ au0tou=
diakaqa~rai th\n a3lwna
au0tou= kai\ sunagagei=n
to\n si=ton ei0j th\n
a0poqh/khn au0tou=, to\ de\

a1xuron katakau/sei
puri\ a0sbestw|.

a1xuron katakau/sei
puri\ a0sbestw|.

The underlined words represent substantial addition to Mark by Matthew, material then paralleled in Luke,
refuting the claim that such material never occurs. The same is true in the nearby story of the Temptation of
Jesus. Mark's version (Mark 1.12-13) is only two verses long whereas Matthew (Matt. 4.1-11) and Luke
(Luke 4.1-13) both have an extended story featuring a major dialogue between Jesus and the Satan with the
three famous temptations and rebuttals. Once again, it will seem to the scholar assuming Marcan Priority
without Q that the simple Marcan story has been elaborated by Matthew and copied by Luke. Or, to put it
another way, Luke has here preferred to use Matthew's substantial modification of the Marcan story. The
argument from Luke's lack of Matthew's modifications of Mark seems to be refuted by a simple glance at
the Synopsis.
This material is of course familiar to scholars using the argument about Luke's lack of Matthew's additions
to Mark, but the force of this evidence, and the fact that it contradicts one of the standard arguments is not
felt. The primary reason for this [21] is that examples of this kind are placed in the special category of
"Mark-Q overlap", those passages occurring in all three Synoptics in which Mark is not clearly the middle
term, which blur the usually more straightforward distinction between "triple tradition" and "double
tradition". The fallacy at the base of this argument for Q is that where Luke (on the assumption of Marcan
Priority without Q) prefers the Matthean version of a pericope shared with Mark, this automatically goes
into the category "Mark-Q overlap". And where Luke prefers the Marcan version of a pericope shared with
Matthew, this is held to demonstrate his lack of knowledge of the Matthean versions of Marcan pericopae. I
am afraid that Q sceptics are placed in a "no win" situation here. This argument for Q is one that sounds
persuasive but which, on closer examination, is based on a fallacy.

(3) "The Q material appears in five large thematic discourses in Matthew but in an
artistically inferior arrangement in Luke."
It has long been held that Luke's order constitutes the best evidence for the existence of Q. For while
Matthew has Q material as part of his fine, artistic arrangement of Jesus' discourses into five major blocks,
Luke has the same material scattered throughout his Gospel. This is held to be uncongenial for the thesis
that Luke had read Matthew. R. H. Fuller, for example, writes:
"Matthew has tidily collected the Q material into great blocks. Luke, we must then suppose, has
broken up this tidy arrangement and scattered the Q material without rhyme or reason all over his
gospel - a case of unscrambling the egg with a vengeance!" [22]
One does not have to look far to find similar statements, praising Matthew's fine arrangement and
denigrating Luke's. This is the context in which scholars arguing for Q tend to be particularly disparaging
about Luke. "If Matthew is Luke's source," says Styler, "there seems to be no common-sense explanation
for his order and procedure." [23] Or, if Luke read Matthew, Stanton says, "he has virtually demolished
Matthew's carefully constructed discourses'. [24] And Fitzmyer asks:
"Why would Luke have wanted to break up Matthew's sermons, especially the Sermon on the
Mount, incorporating only a part of it into his Sermon on the Plain and scattering the rest of it in
an unconnected form in the loose context of the travel account." [25]
Ultimately, such statements go back to the famous comments of B. H. Streeter, claiming that Luke would
have been a "crank" to have acted in the way that a Q sceptical theory would demand, [26] and of
Holtzmann who asked why "Luke should so wantonly have broken up the great structures, and scattered the
ruins to the four winds?" [27] There are two fundamental problems with this pervasive view.

First, the above quotations all focus on Matthew's five famous "blocks" of teaching material, each of which
is marked off with the Matthean formula, "When Jesus had finished . . ." (Matt. 7.28; 11.1; 13.53; 19.1;
26.1). But by emphasising the five Matthean blocks, a misleading impression is generated. The casual
reader, who does not check the secondary literature by paying careful attention to an open Synopsis, might
assume that all of the Q material appears in those five Matthean blocks. Fuller clearly states this "Matthew has tidily collected the Q material into great blocks" [28] and so does Stein; [29] the others, by
connecting Q material so closely with the five discourses imply a connection that is stronger than is
actually the case.
The fact is that the double tradition material is often located in Matthew outside of his five major
discourses, in Chapters 3-4 (John the Baptist; Temptation); 8.5-13 (Centurion's Boy); 8.19-22 (Foxes);
9.37-8 (Labourers); 11.2-27 (Messengers from John; Woes; Thanksgiving); 12.22-45 (Beelzebub; fruit;
house swept clean); 22.1-10 (Banquet); and Chapter 23 (Woes against Pharisees). [30] We should also
remind ourselves that large parts of the five major blocks are made up of Marcan and other non-Q material.
The third discourse (Matthew 13), for example, has only three verses of Q material (13.16-17, Blessings;
13.33, Leaven; cf. 13.31-2, Mustard Seed). And similarly the fourth (Matthew 18) has only four verses of Q
material (18.12-13, Lost Sheep; 18.21-22, Seven Times Seventy). [31] To put it mildly, the double tradition
material is at least as widely distributed in Matthew as it is in Luke. We will do well to be wary of the
assumption that Luke, on the Farrer theory, is primarily unravelling Matthew's five discourses when he is
reproducing double tradition material. This is a major oversimplification of the evidence, and one which
detracts from a proper appreciation of what might have been involved in a reworking of Matthew by Luke.
There is, furthermore, a second and more troubling element in the common perspective on Luke's ordering
of the double tradition material. The idea that Luke's ordering of this double tradition material is
"artistically inferior" to Matthew's is an important element in the discussion. It is stated most explicitly by
Robert Stein:
"The thesis that Luke obtained the Q material from Matthew cannot explain why Luke would have
rearranged this material in a totally different and 'artistically inferior' format." [32]
The same viewpoint is, as we have seen, common. Statements of the kind that Luke, if using Matthew, was
a "crank", who acts "without rhyme or reason", who "demolishes" Matthew's fine discourses have been a
key part of Streeter's legacy. Ultimately this amounts to nothing more than a somewhat dubious value
judgement based on outmoded ideas of what Luke was attempting to do in composing his Gospel. Over
seventy-five years have passed since Streeter spoke with all the confidence of an era of scholarship in
which Luke, like the other evangelists, was essentially a "scissors and paste" editor. But scholarship has
changed since then and we should avoid allowing Streeter's legacy to exercise an undue influence in an era
in which contemporary literary criticism of Luke has tended to pronounce in favour of his artistic ability.
[33]
As appreciation for Luke's literary ability and so for the narrative coherence of his Gospel intensifies, so
too it will seem less necessary to appeal to the Q theory to explain the quirks of his order. Streeter's and
others' statements, which take for granted a negative value judgement on Luke's order, will become
difficult to sustain in the light of contemporary narrative-critical studies of Luke. One of the most important
elements to emerge is the observation that Luke's narrative is constructed on the principle of creating a
plausible, biographical account in which special attention is paid to movement and sequence. There would
be little place in such a narrative for the kind of excessively long monologue that is Matthew's speciality.
As Luke Johnson observes, for example, Luke's narrative is "essentially linear, moving the reader from one
event to another . . . Instead of inserting great blocks of discourse into the narrative, Luke more subtly
interweaves deeds and sayings". [34]
It is straightforward to see this in practice. Where in Matthew the double tradition pericope "Care and
Anxiety" (Matt. 6.25-34 // Luke 12.22-34) occurs in the middle of the longest and most famous monologue
in his Gospel, the Sermon on the Mount, in Luke it occurs in an excellent and appropriate literary context
following on from his unique parable of the Rich Fool (Luke 12.15-21). The parable warns those members

of the crowd (who still have possessions, 12.13-14) that life does not consist of the abundance of such
possessions - death may strike at any time. The teaching builds on this but develops it, utilizing similar
imagery but now changing the audience, exhorting "the disciples" (12.22) not to be anxious about their lack
of possessions, something that is a prerequisite for discipleship in Luke (e.g. 5.11, 5.28, 14.33; cf. 6.20).
This kind of sensitive narrative arrangement, so typical of Luke, gives some indication of how overstated it
is to speak of Luke "demolishing" Matthew's Sermon on the Mount and "scattering the ruins to the four
winds". We might more appropriately speak of Luke critically, sensitively and creatively re-working
Matthean materials in accordance with his own special narrative agenda. [35]
We should not be surprised about such elements in Luke's order, though, if we decide to take his Preface
seriously. After all, Luke appears to be critical of predecessors' attempts to write narratives of the Jesus
story (Luke 1.1) and in the same breath stresses not only that he has investigated everything carefully (1.2)
but also that he is going to write to Theophilus accurately and in order (1.3). On the Q theory, there is little
reason for this overt stress on order, since Luke's order is usually taken to be similar to that of Mark and Q.
But on the Farrer theory, the stress is understandable: Luke is making clear that he is critical of his
predecessors' work and that his radical re-ordering of Matthew is in the interest of providing Theophilus
with the truth of those things in which he has been catechized.
We have allowed ourselves to be guided in this matter by the Q hypothesis for too long. It is no longer
acceptable to say that Luke's ordering of double tradition material is "artistically inferior" to Matthew's. In
doing so, we only succeed in basing our synoptic theory on a faulty premise compounded by a dubious
value judgement informed by assumptions that need no longer (arguably should no longer) be ours.

(4) "The Minor Agreements between Matthew and Luke against Mark are too minor to
make the case against Q"
For some time now, Q sceptics have been drawing attention to the Minor Agreements as the Achilles Heel
of the Two-Source Theory. [36] If Matthew and Luke redacted Mark independently of one another, the
premise behind the Q theory, then we should not expect to see the number and quality of Minor
Agreements that in fact we do see. [37] In an attempt to counter the force of the Minor Agreements, Q
theorists have recently gone on the offensive, claiming that the Minor Agreements are problematic not only
for themselves but also for Q sceptics. Tuckett makes the point with his characteristic clarity and force:
"The fact that the Minor Agreements are so minor makes it very hard to believe that Luke has
been both influenced positively by Matthew's text in such (substantively) trivial ways, but also
totally uninfluenced by any of Matthew's substantive additions to Mark. Undoubtedly the Minor
Agreements constitute a problem for the 2ST, but precisely their minor nature constitutes a
problem for Goulder's theory as well." [38]
Tuckett's statement illustrates a real difficulty arising from the degree of emphasis that scholars like
Michael Goulder have placed on the case from the Minor Agreements. [39] In the attempt repeatedly to
point to a concrete difficulty for the Two-Source Theory, Q sceptics have inadvertently given the
impression that the best evidence in their favour is only "minor". But this perspective is, I think, just a trick
of the light, and on closer examination it turns out to be based a fallacy. [40]
Part of the fallacy we have seen already in relation to the question of Luke's alleged lack of Matthew's
additions to Mark in the triple tradition. On the Farrer theory it is simply not the case that Luke is "totally
uninfluenced by any of Matthew's substantive additions to Mark". On the contrary, Luke regularly includes
Matthew's substantive additions to Mark, but these tend to get placed into a special category of their own
labelled "Mark-Q overlap". The Minor Agreements are thus only part of a broader spectrum and we might
properly speak of a sliding scale of Matthean influence on Luke, from pure triple tradition passages which
feature Minor Agreements, to Mark-Q overlap passages which feature major agreements between Matthew
and Luke against Mark, to double tradition passages where Luke is dependent solely on Matthew. It is the

attempt to categorize all of the data in accordance with the demands of the 2ST, Minor Agreements into
one class, Mark-Q overlaps into another, double tradition into another, that causes us to miss this.
Tuckett, for example, deals with the different elements of Luke's agreement with Matthew against Mark
under these different headings. When writing on the Minor Agreements he asks, "Why should Luke have
allowed Matthew's text to influence him in such a minor way as to create these small agreements, but rarely
in any major way?" [41] When talking about the Mark-Q overlaps, however, he rightly describes them as
"major agreements" between Matthew and Luke against Mark:
"Indeed the agreements between Matthew and Luke are so extensive (and it is only because they
are so extensive that one postulates a parallel, non-Markan version) that these texts are often called
'major agreements'. They really constitute a separate category and cause no real difficulty for the
Two-Source theory provided one accepts the possibility in principle of overlapping sources." [42]
Thus, where Luke agrees with Matthew against Mark in minor ways, we tend to call this "Minor
Agreement". Where Luke agrees with Matthew against Mark in major ways, we call this "Mark-Q
overlap". The pervasive use of this nomenclature, which is derived from the Two-Source Theory, is causing
us to miss one of the most interesting features among all the Synoptic data, the fact that there is a
continuum, from pure triple tradition to pure double tradition, with varying degrees of agreement along the
way, from relatively minor to quite major agreement between Matthew and Luke against Mark. The point,
then, is this - the Minor Agreements are indeed troubling to the Two Source Theory but they are only
troubling in so far as they constitute one (albeit key) element in a broader spectrum of evidence, all of
which is conducive to the Farrer Theory.

(5) "Luke's occasional greater primitivity over against Matthew necessitates the
existence of Q"
The argument from "alternating primitivity" is a key element in the standard case for the existence of Q.
For if sometimes Matthew and sometimes Luke has the more primitive wording in the double tradition, this
might well seem to be a sign that both were dependent on a prior document. As Davies and Allison, for
example, make clear:
'Sometimes it is the First Evangelist who seems to preserve the more original form of saying
appearing in the double tradition, at other times it is Luke. This is inexplicable if one evangelist is
following the other.' [43]
However, there are major difficulties with this apparently straightforward argument. The difficulties can be
divided into two categories: (a) problems with the means by which scholars arrive at the conclusion that
Luke's material is more original than the Matthean parallels and (b) problems with the assumption that
greater primitivity in Luke would necessitate the existence of a Q document.
(a) The conclusion that Luke often witnesses to the more primitive Q wording is based in part on fallacies
exposed by Michael Goulder. These fallacies are still not fully appreciated in much literature on the
Gospels, so I will attempt to summarise them here:
(i) Self-Contradiction in the Reconstruction of Q: One of the principles in the reconstruction of Q is that
language characteristic of Matthew is unlikely to have belonged to the original wording of Q. Arguments of
the form "this expression is characteristic of Matthew's redaction, so it is unlikely that it stood in Q" occur
regularly in the literature. So where Matthew and Luke have different wording in the same double tradition
passage, and where Matthew's wording is particularly characteristic of his writing, it is often concluded that
Matthew and not Q is responsible for those Matthean elements. The knock-on result is that the Lucan
version, on such occasions, will appear to be more primitive than the Matthean version.

Michael Goulder has pointed to a major problem for this principle by drawing attention to double tradition
material in which characteristic Matthean expressions are present in both the Matthean and the Lucan
versions, including famously Matthean expressions like o)ligo/pistoi (Matt. 8.26 R; 16.8 R, 14.31 M; Matt.
6.30 // Luke 12.28 QC [44] ); e0kei= e1stai o9 klauqmo\j kai\ o9 brugmo\j tw~n o0do/ntwn (Matt.13.42,
50; 22.13; 24.51; 25.30; Matt. 8.12 // Luke 13.28 QC) and "And when Jesus had finished [these sayings] . .
." (Matt. 11.1; 13.53; 19.1; 26.1; Matt. 7.28 // Luke 7.1). Since such distinctively Matthean expressions
occur in this bedrock "QC" material, a major question mark is placed over one of the standard principles
used in the reconstruction of Q. Since Q's style is clearly Matthean on these occasions, reconstructing Q
elsewhere by eliminating the Matthean elements - the standard practice - becomes problematic. We cannot
assume that the Matthean expressions occurring in his versions of double tradition material, but absent in
the Lucan parallels, are due to Matthean redaction rather than to Q. In other words, the notion that Luke
often features the more original Q wording is based in part on a fallacy in the way that this "original
wording" is calculated. If we accept the existence of Q, we know that its style was (at least) sometimes
Matthean in nature. This deprives us of one of the main grounds for concluding that Matthean language in
Q passages where Matthew and Luke differ is secondary. [45]
(ii) The Lucan Priority Fallacy: There is a related problem. The calculation that Lucan forms of Q sayings
are sometimes more original than their Matthean counterparts is also based on a feature of Luke's style.
Luke is a subtle and versatile writer with a large vocabulary and a tendency to vary his synonyms.
Matthew, on the other hand, has a more pronounced, easily recognisable style, and he does not have so rich
a vocabulary. It is consequently much less straightforward to judge Lucan redactional activity than it is to
pick out where Matthew has edited sources, and it is correspondingly easy to jump to the conclusion that an
apparently 'un-Lucan' form is a 'pre-Lucan', Q form. Again and again one sees in the literature claims that a
given word is "un-Lucan and therefore pre-Lucan", claims that artificially reinforce the notion that Luke's
version is more primitive than Matthew's. [46]
These fallacies in the calculation of the original wording of Q are widespread and it is arguable that they
account, in part at least, for many of the decisions that Q scholars make in favour of the priority of Lucan
versions of Q. They do not, of course, account for all such decisions. Sometimes it is simply the case that
good arguments for the secondary nature of the Lucan version have been ignored, one of the best examples
of which is Luke's "Blessed are the poor" (6.20) over against Matthew's "Blessed are the poor in spirit"
(Matt. 5.3). [47] At other times it may be because the Lucan version indeed exhibits, when all things have
been considered, signs of greater primitivity. I do not think that the number of such passages is large, but it
is worth looking at what the implications of the presence of such passages would be. Do they necessitate
the existence of Q?
(b) Let us say that we were to find a Lucan form of a Q saying that appeared on solid grounds to be more
original than its Matthean counterpart. Would this witness to the existence of Q? It is universally assumed
that the answer to this question is affirmative, but we need to observe that this too is based on a fallacy.
Occasional signs of greater primitivity are only a difficulty for Luke's literary knowledge of Matthew if we
are prepared to deny the role of oral tradition in Gospel relationships, [48] if we assume oral traditions of
the Jesus story died out as soon as each evangelist committed them to papyrus, or if we think that oral
traditions each travelled down their own individual, exclusive pipelines, one for Mark, one for Q, one for L
and so on.
The situation, in other words, is like this. If we grant Luke's literary dependence on both Matthew and
Mark, it is inherently plausible to imagine this literary dependence interacting with Luke's knowledge of
oral traditions of some of the same material. This makes it inevitable that, on occasion, Luke will show
knowledge of some more primitive traditions. Take, for example, the Lord's Prayer (Matt. 6.9-13 // Luke
11.2-4), one of the key examples of a supposedly more primitive Lucan form, and, as a liturgical text, the
kind of passage that we will expect to have been particularly prone to local variation in oral tradition. Even
today, where the Lord's Prayer is often known primarily orally and not in dependence on a written text, one
finds local variation. The same kind of thing seems highly likely to have been the case when Luke comes to
write his version of the prayer in 11.2-4. He looks at the Matthean version but re-writes it in line with the
version more familiar to him from frequent recitation in his own tradition. Just as many Catholics today end

the prayer where Matthew ends it, at "Deliver us from evil", without adding "Thine be the kingdom, the
glory and the power, for ever and ever Amen", so Luke ends his prayer with "Lead us not into temptation"
and not with "But deliver us from evil", in spite of the fact that the latter is present in his text of Matthew.
Just as Catholics today know of the existence of the "Thine is the kingdom" clause, but choose not to use it
because of familiarity and loyalty to tradition, so too it is hardly difficult to think of Luke knowing the
clause "But deliver us from evil" but not using it for the same kinds of reason.
We can see the same principle at work in Luke's use of Mark. We do not always automatically accord
priority to the Marcan version of traditions they share. In the case of the Eucharistic tradition, for example
(Matt. 26.26-29 // Mark 14.22-25 // Luke 22.15-20), Luke appears to have different, arguably "more
original" elements over against Mark - indeed we are lucky enough to have an independent witness to this
in Paul's first epistle to the Corinthians (1 Cor. 11.23-26). Given that most of us happy to grant that there
are, on occasions, some more primitive elements in Luke's triple tradition passages, not withstanding
Luke's agreed literary dependence on Mark, we should not be surprised to see the same thing from time to
time in the double tradition material that Luke shares with Matthew.
The difficulty is that scholars have routinely confused issues of literary priority with issues over the relative
age of traditions. The theory of Luke's literary dependence on Mark and Matthew does not necessitate the
assumption that his material is always and inevitably secondary to Matthew's and Mark's. Just as most of us
do not deny the likelihood that Luke creatively and critically interacted with the living stream of oral
tradition when he was working with Mark, so too we should not think it odd that he might have interacted
with Matthew in the light of his knowledge of similar material in oral tradition. [49]
As usual, we will do well to pay attention to what Luke tells us he is doing in 1.1-4. Does he not imply that
he has been engaging carefully not only with those who have undertaken to write narratives (1.1), but also
with the things that have been "handed down by those who from the first were eyewitnesses and servants of
the word" (1.2)? If we take this seriously, we have a picture of an evangelist who is critically and creatively
interacting with both traditions and writings of "the events that have been fulfilled among us". The time has
come to distinguish properly between direct literary use of a prior text and knowledge of oral traditions,
both of which are key in the composition of Luke's Gospel. Since practically all scholars accept that Luke
was familiar with oral traditions of Jesus material, it is quite reasonable to assume that some of these
traditions will have overlapped and interacted with his direct knowledge of his written sources. It is quite
reasonable, in other words, to dispense with Q.

Conclusion
In spite of the steady increase in uncertainty on the Synoptic Problem in some circles, Q has remained
Marcan Priority's favourite companion. But we should not allow Q a monopoly on the affections of Marcan
Priority. For while the Priority of Mark has stood the test of time, Q looks less secure. Its essential premise,
Matthew's and Luke's independent use of Mark, is based in large part on arguments which at first hearing
sound plausible but which on closer inspection turn out to be flawed. It is not acceptable to speak of Luke
lacking Matthew's additions to Mark in triple tradition (fallacy 2), nor will it do simply to repeat the
dubious value judgement on Luke's order (fallacy 3). The Minor Agreements are only "too minor" to be
significant if they are viewed outside of the larger continuum of agreement between Matthew and Luke
against Mark (fallacy 4) and the argument from "alternating primitivity" requires both dubious assumptions
about the reconstruction of Q and the failure to recognise a distinction between literary priority and the
relative age of traditions (fallacy 5). Least acceptable of all is the simple equation of Marcan Priority with
the Two-Source Theory, thereby eliminating the challenge from the Farrer Theory (fallacy 1).
Fitzmyer once said that the great advantage of the Q hypothesis was its usefulness, its Brauchbarkeit, and
in some ways this is right. [50] It is an hypothesis that as part of the Two-Source Theory has allowed us the
means to get familiar with Marcan Priority, to work with it, to test it and to re-imagine Christian origins
with it. In an era of scholarship less sensitive than ours to the literary creativity of Luke, Marcan Priority

needed a partner like Q to help establish its plausibility. But its usefulness was only for a season. The more
we work with Q in the interpretation of Matthew and Luke, the more we will see its limitations for doing
what we now want to do in Gospel studies. We are grateful to Q - it has served us well - but now it is time
for it to bow out and to give way to a worthy successor, a theory that allows us scope to appreciate the
evangelists' literary achievements while strongly affirming, indeed building on the Priority of Mark.
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